
REPORT SUMMARY OF DIALOGUE 
Between Cambodian Government Ministries-Institutions & 

LGBT+ Communities and CSOs Working on SOGIESC Rights and SRHR

“The Request for the Establishment of a Multi-Stakeholder Working Group or Similar 
Mechanisms to Study, Discuss and Review Relevant Laws on Recognising Marriage 

Equality for Same-Sex Couples in Cambodia”

On the occasion of International Human Rights Day (IHRD) 2023

Monday, 4th December 2023
Himawari Hotel, Phnom Penh, Cambodia

CO-ORGANISED BY: 

Civil Society Groups and Organisations working on Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity, Expression, Sex 
Characteristics (SOGIESC) Rights and Sexual, Reproductive Health and Rights (SRHR)
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On the occasion of the International Human Rights Day 2023, LGBT+ communities and civil
society groups and organisations held the dialogue to continue discussing with Cambodian
Government ministries-institutions on the way forward to progress the concrete steps for
advancing the recognition of legal marriage equality for same-sex couples in Cambodia, in
line with accepted 3rd cycle Universal Periodic Review (UPR) recommendations.

The dialogue on 4th December 2023 discussed more specifically the request formulated by
LGBT+ communities and civil society groups to consider forming a multi-stakeholder
working group (or similar appropriate mechanism) in charge of discussing, studying and
reviewing relevant laws to enable legal marriage equality for same-sex couples in
Cambodia.

Objectives
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Participants in the IHRD Dialogue on 04 December 2023, with
Presiding of H.E. Mr. Keo Remy, Senior Minister and President of Cambodian Human Rights Committee  
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In his opening remarks, H.E. Mr. Keo Remy recognised the capabilities and talents of LGBT+ people, and LGBT+ people’s
contributions for the Cambodian societal development through their knowledge and experiences. He highlighted that
LGBT+ people are natural, not a disease. Love and needs of LGBT+ people are encouraging factors for His Excellency to
pro-actively participating with LGBT+ communities, and never let LGBT+ people feel lonely.

Supportive Cambodian National Government Representative 
Continue Calling for Non-Discrimination against Cambodian LGBT+ People 
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Panelists from the Cambodian Government

H.E. Mrs. TES Rathnira
Member

Cambodian Human Rights Committee  

H.E. Lieutenant  General, Mr. DOEUN Chandara
Vice Chair of Legislative Council

Ministry of Interior
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Panelists from LGBT+ Communities, CSOs and Parents
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Mrs. CHHUN 
Mony Vichra

Mr. VOEUN 
Davin

Mr. KUY 
Thida

Mrs. LY 
Pisey

Mr. LES Tes Mr. THY 
Sokhom

Mrs. CHEY 
Sokdom

Mrs. 
POV Dalin

Moderator: Mrs. SUONG Soksophea



During the dialogue, panelists from the Cambodian Government mentioned that:

❖ Cambodia does not recognise same-sex marriage for LGBT+ couples yet, as stated in the
Constitution and Civil Code, and to change laws requires times and patience.

❖ Cambodian LGBT+ people should continue being role models encouraging the Government
to pay attention, recognise and potentially review and amend relevant laws that enables
same-sex marriage for LGBT+ couples.

❖ CSOs and Cambodian government continue raising awareness to general public to stop
discrimination against LGBT+ people.

Summarised Responses from Cambodian Government Representatives 
on Cambodian Legal and Social Contexts
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Summarised Responses from Cambodian Government Representatives 
on Options of Working Groups (1)

❖ Responding to LGBT+ communities and CSOs working on SOGIESC Rights and SRHR’s requests for
the establishment of a multi-stakeholder working group consisting of government ministries and
civil society organisations (as well as the coordinating institution), the panelists from Cambodian
Government mentioned that:

▪ Currently, there is no existence of such modality of a multi-stakeholder working group
consisting of government ministries and civil society organisations as requested. It has only
inter-ministerial working group.

▪ The coordinating institution or body for this multi-stakeholder working group requires the
approval from the Royal Government of Cambodia.

▪ The doable, better and speedy model is that CSOs would establish their own working group
and request relevant government ministries and institutions for the participation in meetings
on prioritised subject.
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Summarised Responses from Cambodian Government Representatives 
on Options of Working Groups (2)

1. CSOs to formalise a working 
group consisting of 14 
organisations and volunteer 
groups that have already been 
working together on SOGIESC 
rights, SRHR, intersectional 
women’s rights (LGBT+ rights). 

2. Working through Cambodian 
Government ministry or 
institution’s existing (or to 
establish a new) working group 
on a related sector and/or 
theme [Single Ministry/ 
Institution Working group]. 

(This option is welcomed by MOI and 
CHRC for further discussion and 
dialogue with CSOs)

CSOs to send the ‘invitation letter’ or ‘request letter’ with a clear ‘subject’ for meeting with the assigned
technical persons of the working group, discussing concrete action plan on studying and reviewing Cambodian
relevant laws on same-sex marriage.

3. Working through Cambodian 
government’s existing (or to 
establish a new) inter-
ministerial working group on a 
related sector/theme, that 
would consist of relevant 
governmental ministries and 
institutions.  

Next Steps 
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Three possible options for the way forward were discussed during the dialogue: 



“I have been the secondary school
teacher for more than 10 years. I have
a partner, and we have been living
together for 5 years now. Our love is
truly from our heart, empathetic,
understanding and with a lot of
tolerance. We want to legally marry
especially because we wish to have a
child and we want to be legally
recognised as parents of our child.”

Mrs. CHHUN Monyvichra
ROCK Active Member
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The Importance of and Hope for Legal Marriage for Same-Sex Couples



“I am 70 years old. I never wish to see LGBT+ younger
generation face hardship as I have been through.
Some villagers do not respect me and make friend
with me because I am poor and also a same-sex lover
[transgender man]. I am a good person, continue to
work hard and endeavour. Please the Cambodian
government pay attention on LGBT+ communities. We
are committed to be good persons and never want to
be lonely especially for the elderly who do not have
relatives. We wish for LGBT+ elderly and senior
community members including myself to have access
to ID Poor and health treatment.”

Mr. THY Sokhom
ROCK Member
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The Importance of and Hope for Legal Marriage for Same-Sex Couples



“I love my child and always follow my child no

matter where my child goes. From a father’s

heart I will always love my child regardless of

my child’s gender identity, sexual orientation,

the choice of intimate partner and career. I

follow my child’s passion and decision because

I love my child unconditionally.”

Mr. LES Tes

Father of an LGBT+ person
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The Accepting and Supportive Father for LGBT+ Child
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អំពីរោងជ័យមងគល “គ្រួសារកក់រតៅ ”
ថ្ងៃចន្ទ ទី៤ ខែធ្នូ ឆ្ន ២ំ០២៣

ចំណងអាពាហ៍ពិពាហ៍ដែលវេញត្របាញ់ចូលគ្នា រវាងវ េះែូងនឹងវ េះែូងរ ស់
មនុសសវពញេយ័ពីរនាក់ វត្ោមកត្មងផ្កា ស្លា ជាស្លរជូនពរជ័យ ត្ពមទងំជាោរ
សវដោ សត្ ណីពីឪពុកម្ដោ យ ចាស់ទុំ និងញារិសនាោ នចំវពាេះកោីត្សឡាញ់វនេះ
គឺជាវសចកោីត្បាថ្នា រ ស់មនុសសភាគវត្ចីន។

កិចចសនាវសាហាជាលាយលកខអកសរែ៏ឱឡារកិ គឺជាសកខីភាពតាមកបួនរត្ម្ដជា
អាជាា ទទួលស្លា ល់ចំណងអាពាហ៍ពិពាហ៍ត្ស តាមផ្ាូេចា ់ និងជាត្គឹេះសត្ម្ដ ់ក
ស្លងទំនុកចិរតរវាងគ្នា ត្ពមទងំោរពារនិងពត្ងឹងត្កុមត្គួស្លរឱយោន់ដររងឹម្ដ។ំ

វោងជ័យមងាល “ត្គួស្លរកក់វតត ”  ង្ហា ញពីវសចកតីត្បាថ្នា រ ស់គូត្សករវេទែូចគ្នា
ដែលម្ដនវសចកតីត្សឡាញ់ែ៏ រសុិទធនិងត្ជាលវត្ៅចំវពាេះគូជីេរិរ ស់ខ្ាួន វោយ
សងឃមឹថ្ននឹងអាចទទួលបានទងំចំណងផ្កា ស្លា និងកិចចសនាអាពាហ៍ពិពាហ៍
ត្ស វៅតាមគុណរម្មាេ បធម៌ត្ ម្ពណី និងត្ស តាម ទ ញ្ញរតិរ ស់ត្ពេះោជា
ដចត្កកមពុជា។

THE HALL OF “WARM FAMILY”
Monday, 4th December 2023

The wedding knot tied together by the hearts of two
adults that is blessed with betelnut flowers and is a
compassion of parents, the elderly, and extended
family toward this love is the dream that most people
wish for.

The written love agreement is an evidence based on
with legal recognition of marriage as is a foundation
to build trust, protect and strengthen family to be
stronger.

The Hall of “Warm Family” reveals the dreams of
LGBT+ couples who their love is extremely pure and
deep down inside their hearts with a hope to receive
a betelnut flower blessing and marriage certificate
respecting cultural and traditional values, and laws of
the Kingdom of Cambodia.
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“This year’s dialogue is different. In addition to the dialogue
with the national government representatives, the prioritised
needs for equal protection of LGBT+ communities was presented
through the traditional wedding and registration of marriage
certificate decorated halls. We are optimistic that prioritised
needs of LGBT+ communities will be heard by the Cambodian
national government. We will continue raising public awareness
for ending the discrimination against LGBT+ people. Every effort
needs times and we will work more harder together, as the
Khmer saying said: step by step we will fully achieve.”

Reflections from Members of Commune Councils from Svay
Rieng and Kampong Chhnang provinces.
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Supportive Local Authorities Listen to the Situation and Needs of 
LGBT+ Couples, Families and Communities
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Press Release 

The Press Release 
“Cambodian LGBT+ 
communities continue 
dialogue with the 
Cambodian Government 
to progress
towards advancing legal 
marriage equality for 
LGBT+ couples“ in English 
and Khmer is available 
at: 
https://www.facebook.c
om/100070867000927/p
osts/pfbid04pe4vWVAfTL
dM9YdEvY6vrgtdxz3eq85
HWQRi62yvdTkSvJAqykr
6TDqP1QGZmbpl/?mibex
tid=cr9u03

https://www.facebook.com/100070867000927/posts/pfbid04pe4vWVAfTLdM9YdEvY6vrgtdxz3eq85HWQRi62yvdTkSvJAqykr6TDqP1QGZmbpl/?mibextid=cr9u03


1. អាកត្សឡាញ់វេទែូចគ្នា វៅកមពុជា នតសនទនាជាមួយរោា េិបាលវែីមបសីមភាពចា ់អាពាហ៍ពិពាហ៍ (“LGBT+ people in Cambodia continue the dialogue 
with the government on same-sex marriage”, ThmeyThmey, 07 December 2023) https://thmeythmey.com/m/?page=detail&id=132288...

2. អាកត្សឡាញ់វេទែូចគ្នា វៅកមពុជា នោោរវសាីសំុសមភាពចា ់អាពាហ៍ពិពាហ៍ (LGBT+ people in Cambodia continue to request for the legal marriage 
equality for same-sex couples, Phnom Penh Post, 05 December 2023 ) LGBT community proposes marital equality discussions | Phnom Penh 
Post

3. ដខ្សជីេរិរ ស់ផូ្សុភាអាក ោូរអរតសញ្ញញ ណវយនឌ័រពី ុរសមកស្រសតីត្រូេបានឪពុកម្ដត យទទួលយកវពញវលញ (A life story of PHO Sophea, male to female 
transgender person has been fully accepted by her parents, RFI Khmer, 05 December 2023)
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=752809230205844&id=100064303224980&mibextid=ZbWKwL

4. វលាកដកេវរ ៉េមី៖អាកត្សឡាញ់វេទែូចគ្នា វៅដរទទួលបានោរវរសីវអីងកាុងសងាម(Mr. Keo Remy: LGBT+ people in Cambodia continue to face 
discrimination in the society, RFI Khmer, 04 December 2023) 
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=751976790289088&id=100064303224980&mibextid=ZbWKwL

5. វលាកដកេវរ ៉េមីគ្នតំ្ទែល់អាកត្សឡាញ់វេទែូចគ្នា វោយមិនទុកឱយឯវោ (Mr. Keo Remy supports LGBT+ people not to let them feel lonely, 
ThmeyThmey, 04 December 2023) https://fb.watch/oKzjzdFzDZ/?mibextid=NnVzG8...

6. សគមន៍អាកត្សឡាញ់វេទែូចគ្នា វៅកមពុជា នតកិចចសនទនាជាមួយរោា េិបាលកមពុជាវែីមបទីទួលបានសមភាពចា ់អាពាហ៍ពិពាហ៍សត្ម្ដ ់គូត្សករវេទែូចគ្នា 
(LGBT+ communities in Cambodia continue the dialogue with Cambodian government on the recognition of legal marriage equality for
same-sex couples, CNC, 04 December 2023) 
https://www.cnc.com.kh/detail/news/47672?fbclid=IwAR3OEHEsJ_RNERc4q6supUzdW5F2l1RMhT9_8tcvbkmGj6PbeZNT4hBSgHQ%E2%80%8B%20%E
2%80%8B

7. ឪពុកម្ដោ យអាកត្សឡាញ់វេទែូចគ្នា ៖វ ីកូនវកីរមកដ  វនេះវហយីគឺម្ដនដរអាណិរ (Parents of LGBT+ people: If children are born this way we only 
feel compassion, ThmeyThmey, 07 December 2023) 
https://www.facebook.com/share/v/nWHpLS1yJzRXaYRu/?mibextid=Le6z7H&startTimeMs=2000
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Media Coverages

https://thmeythmey.com/m/?page=detail&id=132288&fbclid=IwAR3x0x39kg2HuaxBx0lznd3wScjaaG-yWmlf1mpjf9ZBvoQCEsxK-MYQlFk
https://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/lgbt-community-proposes-marital-equality-discussions?fbclid=IwAR1lTy4iZdN5C6BAy88F1w4_khs2xy5YZrLOC_p4Fo6SIf4WQ_ElOaHEG_g
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=752809230205844&id=100064303224980&mibextid=ZbWKwL
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=751976790289088&id=100064303224980&mibextid=ZbWKwL
https://fb.watch/oKzjzdFzDZ/?mibextid=NnVzG8&startTimeMs=7824&fbclid=IwAR3D7dWr8TskpEuk-le8sISjrHJxzqJNLIZg-bCttKk-WpB_aC6Q1rAoWMc
https://www.cnc.com.kh/detail/news/47672?fbclid=IwAR3OEHEsJ_RNERc4q6supUzdW5F2l1RMhT9_8tcvbkmGj6PbeZNT4hBSgHQ%E2%80%8B%20%E2%80%8B
https://www.facebook.com/share/v/nWHpLS1yJzRXaYRu/?mibextid=Le6z7H&startTimeMs=2000
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1. ឪពុកម្ដោ យអាកត្សឡាញ់វេទែូចគ្នា ៖វ ីកូនវកីរមកដ  វនេះវហយីគឺម្ដនដរអាណិរ (“Parents of LGBT+ people: If children born this way we only 
have compassion for them.”, ThmeyThmey, 25 December 2023) https://www.facebook.com/ThmeyThmeyNews25/videos/1050424705994477/

2. អាកត្សឡាញ់វេទែូចគ្នា វៅកមពុជា នតសនទនាជាមួយរោា េិបាលវែីមបសីមភាពចា ់អាពាហ៍ពិពាហ៍(“LGBT+ people in Cambodia continue dialogue with 
the Cambodian Government on legal marriage equality”, ThmeyThmey, 25 December 2023)
https://thmeythmey.com/?page=detail&id=132288&fbclid=IwAR0PW9v40Nez-qKYme_yVIFeHgrp2NAIuzjJ75SHd6-B8hCQt_bn3jJAzXc

3. វលាកធីសុខុ្មវសាីឱយរោា េិបាលជួយែល់ចាស់ៗដែលត្សឡាញ់វេទែូចគ្នា (“Mr. Thy Sokhom requested the Cambodian Government to support 
LGBT+ elderly”, ThmeyThmey, 25 December 2023) https://www.facebook.com/ThmeyThmeyNews25/videos/1512746856193638/

4. សហគមន៍អាកត្សឡាញ់វេទែូចគ្នា វសាីឱយ វងាីរត្កុមោរង្ហរចត្មុេះវែីមបពិីភាកាគ្នា វលីោរវធវីចា ់អាពាហ៍ពិពាហ៍((“LGBT+ communities request for the 
establishment of a multi-stakeholder working group to discuss legal marriage equality”, BST News Today , 08 December 
2023) https://www.facebook.com/61553296070784/videos/3620547114854184/

5. គណៈកម្ដា ធិោរសិទធិមនុសសកមពុជាវធវីពិធីអ អរស្លទរទិវាសិទធិមនុសស១០ធាូ(“Cambodian Human Rights Committee celebrates IHRD 10th
December”, BTVnews, 08 December 2023) 

https://www.btv.com.kh/article/36294?fbclid=IwAR3U3ruY9_bFFYku4NtuNCQCqWwAIjyfrEXsF99vUWqm6JnnAt3_9RlO2lc

https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?extid=CL-UNK-UNK-UNK-AN_GK0T-GK1C&mibextid=2JQ9oc&ref=watch_permalink&v=347873027952542
6. PNN៖ វ សកកមាត្ ចាសំបាត ហ៍(“Mission of the Week”, PNN, 19 December 2023) 
• Episode1: វោងោរសិ បនិមាិរដរញុាងំឲ្យអាកត្សលាញ់វេទែូចគ្នា រកីោយស ាយ (“Mockup Wedding Halls, yet make LGBT+ people happy ”)

https://www.facebook.com/MissionOfTheWeek/videos/336564725837636

• Episode2: អាកត្សលាញ់វេទែូចគ្នា ភាគវត្ចីនវរៀ អាពាហ៍ពិពាហ៍វត្ោមស្លា កម្ងៃខួ្ កំវណីរឬវ ងីវគហោា នងាី (“Most of LGBT+ people get married under 
the name of birthday party, housewarming party”) https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1443844379886358

• Episode 3-final: អាកត្សលាញ់វេទែូចគ្នា ោន់ដរវត្ចីនសវត្មចមិនវរៀ ោរវត្ពាេះរង់ចាភំាពត្ស ចា ់ (“Most of LGBT+ people decide not to marry yet as 
they wait for legalisation”) https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=7357819437595711

https://www.facebook.com/ThmeyThmeyNews25/videos/1050424705994477/
https://thmeythmey.com/?page=detail&id=132288&fbclid=IwAR0PW9v40Nez-qKYme_yVIFeHgrp2NAIuzjJ75SHd6-B8hCQt_bn3jJAzXc
https://www.facebook.com/ThmeyThmeyNews25/videos/1512746856193638/
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=61553296070784&__tn__=-UC-R
https://www.facebook.com/61553296070784/videos/3620547114854184/
https://www.btv.com.kh/article/36294?fbclid=IwAR3U3ruY9_bFFYku4NtuNCQCqWwAIjyfrEXsF99vUWqm6JnnAt3_9RlO2lc
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?extid=CL-UNK-UNK-UNK-AN_GK0T-GK1C&mibextid=2JQ9oc&ref=watch_permalink&v=347873027952542
https://www.facebook.com/MissionOfTheWeek/videos/336564725837636
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1443844379886358
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=7357819437595711
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1. LGBT + communities members from 20 provinces/city = 124 (42 couples) 

2. Parents

3. Local Authorities

4. National Government from CHRC and MoI

5. Civil Society Groups & Organisations working on SOGIESC rights, SRHR, 
intersectional women’s rights and gender equality

6. Embassies

7. UN Country Team 

8. Media

21

230 Participants Attended the Dialogue on 4th December 2023
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“We are living and belonging together in one equal, equitable and harmonious society”
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Video IHRD-Dialogue Event 4th December 2023 Highlight 
The IHRD Dialogue Highlight video (Khmer with English subtitles) is available at: 
https://www.facebook.com/RoCKHMERLGBT2009/videos/1026561155091620/?extid=CL
-UNK-UNK-UNK-AN_GK0T-GK1C&mibextid=2JQ9oc

https://www.facebook.com/RoCKHMERLGBT2009/videos/1026561155091620/?extid=CL-UNK-UNK-UNK-AN_GK0T-GK1C&mibextid=2JQ9oc

